
 

 

   

CASE STUDY 

Hokkaido University

Technical writing 

In 2013 spring semester, Hokkaido University 
(Sapporo, Japan) began to offer an online English 
language task that introduces technical writing to 
freshmen. Most of our freshmen (75 percent, 
1860 out of 2485) major in technical fields, and 
rely on figures and tables to convey their message. 
Learners write captions (titles, labels, legends, 
and explanations) for figures and tables, and 
compare their writing with their classmates'. 

 
Figure 1. Screenshot of video lecture 

 
Figure 2. Sample of students' writing 

Constrained context 

We believe writing can be partly self-taught by 
providing learners with fairly rigid writing tem-
plates that learners complete by inserting phrases 
matching the specific context. Technical docu-
ments observe a prescribed, systematic format. 
Learners follow explicit rules to write captions 
for figures and tables. (By contrast, our 
self-learning approach would be unsuited for 
documents allowing more freedom, such as crea-
tive writing or poetry.) Learners write captions for 
graphs (histograms, pie charts, radar charts, 
scatter plots, regression lines), photographs 
(experimental apparatus, microscope imagery), 
and tables (simple tables consisting of text only). 
In each case, learners view figures and tables 
with their formatting complete; learners add 
English text to specific regions of the figures and 
tables (e.g., the label of the x-axis, the title of the 
figure, the definition of the solid line in the graph).  

Writing in a shared online space 

Learners view an online lecture (Figure 1) that 
shows figures and tables, write captions that are 
viewable by the entire class (Figure 2), read their 
classmates' writing, and revise their own as 
necessary. Instructors show model examples 
(Figure 3), but do not correct answers individually. 

 

Figure 3. Screenshot of the Glexa LMS 
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write the legend of the color 
segments

... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ...  

... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ...  

Where students live 
Inner ring: with parents 
Outer ring: away from parents 

(1) A label for the legend. 
(2) blue: income from parents 
(3) red: income from scholarships 
(4) green: income from part-time work 
(5) purple: income from full-time work 
(6) aqua: income from other sources 



 

 

   

Systematic improvement 

Learners view lectures on improving their writing. 
We focus on generalizable and straightforward 
techniques, such as combining multiple phrases 
containing similar words (Figure 4). 

 

 

 

Figure 4. Example of removing redundancy

Discrimination test 

At the end of the semester, all freshmen (including 
those who did not participate in the technical 
writing task) took a reading comprehension test 
that asked learners to choose the best captions 
from 4 choices (Figure 5). Scores showed that 
participating learners correctly identified desirable 
captions more than non-participating learners.  

Some non-participating learners scored well, 
suggesting that skills for judging captions are 
acquired implicitly or casually in high school. This 
may mean that we can teach more advanced 
technical writing. 

 
Figure 5. Portion of reading test 

Plans 

Hokkaido University started online teaching of 
technical writing in 2013 spring semester. 
Learners agreed with the learning objective, but 
were dissatisfied with the quality and quantity of 
writing advice.  

In a separate writing and conversation class, 
teaching assistants (TAs) commented more 
frequently on what learners wrote in a shared 
online space. Because this method improved the 
learners' production and satisfaction, technical 
writing in 2014 may involve intervention by TAs. 

Contact 

Questions and comments may be addressed to: 
Goh Kawai, PhD, Associate Professor, Center for 
Language Learning, Hokkaido University, email: 
goh@kawai.com, http://goh.kawai.com/. 
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here's what I wrote

Figure 10. Photographs of regions of rivers in Buton where fish 
were found. (a) A region with large rocks and small waterfalls. 
(b) A region with deep pools and vegetation. (c) A region with 
high water temperature. (d) A region that is wide and slow-
flowing. 

(a) (b)

(c) (d)
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a 2nd example

Figure 10. Photographs of regions of rivers in Buton where fish 
were found. Each photograph shows regions with (a) large 
rocks and small waterfalls, (b) deep pools and vegetation, (c) 
high water temperature, and (d) wide and slow-flowing water. 

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

factorization 
xa + xb + xc + xd  
= x(a+b+c+d)
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be precise with less words
1st version – 45 words 
Figure 10. Photographs of regions of rivers in Buton where fish were 
found. (a) A region with large rocks and small waterfalls. (b) A region 
with deep pools and vegetation. (c) A region with high water 
temperature. (d) A region that is wide and slow-flowing. 

2nd version – 39 words 
Figure 10. Photographs of regions of rivers in Buton where fish were 
found. Each photograph shows regions with (a) large rocks and small 
waterfalls, (b) deep pools and vegetation, (c) high water temperature, 
and (d) wide and slow-flowing water. 

3rd version – 37 words 
Figure 10. Photographs of regions of rivers in Buton where fish were 
found. The regions had (a) large rocks and small waterfalls, (b) deep 
pools and vegetation, (c) high water temperature, and (d) wide and 
slow-flowing water. 

Look at the following 4 figures. The data in the figures are the same.  
Choose the figure that has the best combination of labels, titles, and explanations.49.

Figure 4. Bar chart of Australian monthly milk 
production in millions of liters from 2009-03 to 
2013-01. The 4 peaks in the data correspond to 
Australian springtime, when dairy cows produce 
maximum milk (approximately 1050 million liters 
per month). The 4 valleys are fall and winter, 
when milk production falls and remains at 
approximately 650 million liters per month. The 
annual peaks and valleys mean that farmers 
need more feed, water, workers, and equipment 
during spring.  
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Figure 4. Histogram of volume of milk produced 
in Australia per month between 2009-03 and 
2013-01. Milk production follows a seasonal 
pattern. Between February and July, production 
remains low at about 650 million liters (Ml) per 
month.  Between August and January, however, 
production rises, peaking at about 1050 Ml in 
October, the Australian spring. Peak volume is 
almost double that of the minimum. These 
results mean that storage facilities are required 
to provide milk to consumers during months of 
low production. 
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